
Trung Nguyen Vietnamese
Coffee – A Journey of
Distinction
Distinction. Vietnamese coffee can be encapsulated in this single word. While

Vietnam is the second largest producer of coffee in the world, the nation’s

coffee culture is traditionally quite distinct from the espresso-based coffee

drinks that we’re so used to these days.

It’s for this reason that we’re proud to bring Vietnamese coffee excellence to South Africans. The largest domestic coffee brand in the country of Vietnam, Trung

Nguyen exports to over 60 countries. South Africa can now count itself among the fortunate in the brand’s journey of more than 20 years, exciting the palate with a

taste of Vietnam.

A Distinct Coffee Experience for the South African

For South Africans, the Trung Nguyen brand offers a characteristic coffee experience that many have not encountered before – or have not had the chance to acquire

outside of a trip to Vietnam. If enjoyed in its various traditional forms, our coffee blends are ideal for any time of year. They add an exquisite dash of elegance when

served on ice under the South African summer sun, or as a bright picker-upper during the gloomier times of year.

The Robusta variant of coffee thrives in Vietnam. It offers low acidity with double the caffeine of Arabica beans, while offering more antioxidants, too. Vietnamese

coffee is a potent health tonic, one that may offer clarity, a mental boost and a flow of energy without the crash.

A strong taste, ever present in the thicker brew offered by Vietnamese Robusta beans, offers an experience that’s distinct and different. For the coffee aficionado, the

experience of Vietnamese coffee is a memorable one, often leading to a feeling of “rediscovering” coffee.

For Coffee Purists and Casual Coffee
Lovers Alike

This is your opportunity to sample and experience a coffee rapture of sorts

with the leader in Vietnamese coffee. As Trung Nguyen coffee is involved

throughout the process – from plantation to roasting – we’ve developed a

trusted name in the world of coffee.

For the purist, Trung Nguyen offers a wide range of beans and grounds, allowing you to brew it the traditional Vietnamese way. Brew your shots and appreciate the

lingering flavour notes straight, teasing out tastes with every slow sip. Yet, for baristas – pros and amateurs alike – the options are endless. You’ll be able to tinker with

our blends, experimenting with their distinctive tastes and roast qualities, broadening your brewing horizons with the possibility to offer and enjoy a fresh perspective

on coffee.

And for those who seek excitement that comes with full flavours, our Trung

Nguyen range of coffees offers a break from the ordinary, whether you

appreciate the slow-brewed nature of coffee or want a quick, fulsome

beverage with your breakfast. Whoever you are as a coffee drinker, there’s a

Trung Nguyen blend for you – from specialty coffees, ground coffees, whole

beans, and instant coffees.

Energy Coffee and Ethics

Our energy coffees and specialty lines are crafted for the coffee connoisseur, as well as for those who seek a tonic to liven the senses and promote their creative spirits.

Catering for those with varying tastes and requirements who have one thing in common – an appreciation of superb coffee – we offer a variety of options. Our ground

coffee and whole beans are available to those who enjoy taking the time to savour the small pleasures in life. For those on-the-go, we offer instant coffee alternatives,

as well as low-caffeine and collagen-infused blends for those who seek a well-rounded drink.

This is in line with our ethos towards life and the appreciation of an enlightened lifestyle, one that promotes the broadening of our collective mindset. Coffee itself

cannot achieve this, that’s why we work sustainably with local Vietnamese farmers, supporting ethnic minorities in the country’s Central Highlands to steadily support

development.
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